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2supervision and renadial instruction, and (3) to study ths affect of 
such a supervisory and wradial program on the reading eofi<rg>iiahiaeote 
of the first six grades in to* John Kevins Andrews school*
Iar-ortanoe of tne study* It is well understood tor teachers at 
almost every level that basic reading ability is essential to all 
other learning, and that ouch of the current educational dilenw a tens 
fir as the fast that raany students do not learn to read efficiently in 
tha elementary school. Also beoauas of the religious sn.tmsls in the 
Seventh-day Adventist schools, it is necessary that the students 
achieve facility in the reading of the Bible end the books of the church* 
Any device, therefore, which eon Increase the quality of the over-all 
reeding prograe is worthy of thoughtful conoid rattor. and investigation 
so that the mat efficient naans say be enployed in other denoninational
BChOOlS*
Methods used. Study was given to the basic philosophy of Chris­
tian education of the Seventh-day Adventist school system es set forth 
in the writings of Mrs* KULert 0* White, particularly as they apply to 
reading*
Study was also given to general acbiodo of eupervlsion as wall 
as reading supervision as set forth by experts in the field of reeding*
Intensive participation and observation in the regular classrooms 
of the John Kevins Andrews school, Including actual part-tins teaching 
in nost of the olassroans, gave opportunity to evaluate classroom pro- 
oedursc and to oonpare than with the best of currant practice as found 
in educational literature*
3As atari? as pooaiblo, the best -i©t;.ods of supervision and raned- 
ial instruction, individual and group, ware put into practice in the 
Jobn Uevino Andrews sabool, and both objective and subjective results 
wore obtained* This included an .ill-school testing program as well 
as frequent testing of remedial reading students*
Scope of the jroblan. Study was Halted to tits supervision of 
roadL.v; and ronedUl instruction In the first six grades of JHA and the 
results obtained in the sciool year 19£3-£9*
n. DEFINITICW3 OF TSW8 USED
Supervisor* For lack of a more comprehensive title, tf>e tern 
"supervisor" was used to designate the author of this study when work­
ing in a supervisory c paaity*
r.apndlal roadir-" teacher* In the sane way# the terns "remedial 
reeding teacher" or "reeding teach or" were used to designate the author 
whan working in the renedUl phase of the reading projpran*
Actual grade plaowwnt* The actual grade position of a cl did or 
a class at a given tine is called the actual grade placeacnt, and is 
detemlnad fay the proportion of the school year which has olapood. m  
Chapter YI the tern is used to indicate the grade position of the warious 
classes at the tine the tests wore given* For esanple, at the tine of 
the first esrlos of tests at the end of September, the actual grade 
placement of all otUssee was *1 above their grade or 2*1 for second 
graders, 5*1 for third graders, Jj*l for fourth graders, etc. There
k•re tea four-week aoaths in the school your* Thus one-tooth is equal 
to one school nonth* At tas time of the last aeries of teats at the 
sod of April* the eighth won'th* the actual grade pJUoeeaent for all 
olassoe was *C above their grade or 2*8 for second graders* 3*8 for 
third graders* U .8 for fourth graders* and ao forth* Actual grade 
placanant oust not be oontamd with aeasureo of achloveaent*
tr. ommzNnm or the stjot
The study 1* divided into coven chapters. Chapter I states the 
prableo* its impart* ncthoda* scope* and organisation* and Chapter II 
briefly roriows related studies in raiding eupurrloian* Criteria 
baaed on current practice as found in educational literature includ­
ing the writings on Christian education by f«ro« iCLlcn G* White are 
presented in Chapter 111* Chapter XT Indicates practices in tiie 
school of participation at the outset of the project*
Chapter 7 indicates the aaoner In which the supervisor attempted 
to cany out the objectives of the reading progress in the John Eearlne 
Andrews olanantary school according to the crltoria listed In Section 
B of Chapter XU* Both objective and subjective results of this pro­
gran are given in Chapter 71* The final chapter Includes the suacary*
of participation and in Seventh-day Adventist schools at large*
CHAPTER II
R&ATiD OTUDItS
In 19!;? Dr* Rudolf Jlosch In the beat seller, Why Johnny Can*t 
Road—And What lou Can Do About rt,l daalt the Aaarican public school 
system a bard blow, bringing Much public criticism and arousing con­
siderable controversy regarding certain of the present systems of teach-* 
lag children to read* Though undoubtedly unfair in hie accusations, and 
unscientific in his suggested curo-eU for tho problem, hla Indictment 
probably did no lasting horn end perhaps sons real good In that it 
caused educators to re-aacamine objectives and re-evaluate Methods, 
inproving wherever necessary and recognising that acre could bo dens 
to better the instructional program in reading* Sines then thero has 
been a steady Stress) of published Material regarding different phases 
of the teaching of reading VJiich has greatly contributed to those who 
are seeking for sonethlng better*
The ultimate responsibility for the success of the reeding pro­
gran of any school ©corns to be placed upon tie principal.
Kaublnger sayst
As never before, thu principal oust asaurse a position of 
sduoatlonal leadership arung his faculty and provide a dayto­
day guidance needed by the inexperienced or the Inadequately 
prepared teacher* This means that the principal Must give
1 Rudolf Flasoh, Why Johnny Can»t Head— And What Xou Can Do 
About It (Maw Tories ilarpor £ Brothers, 72? pp*
priority to -da responsibility as supervisor and advisor to 
ills teachers#?
Helen Hcyl states a Hollar truth shoo aha indicates the responsibility 
of the principal and the supervisor to help the individual teacher to 
estimte the value of hie claesroon procedures and the reeulte of hie 
work, and to aeelet bin in planning l*qorovenante#3
One of the noot cnpttaelsod principles In teaching reading appears 
to be that of mking the proper allowance for individual differences# 
Jeiett A* Detts discusses the problem created by treating all ohil- 
dr on according to the "average," indicating that educators near &> dan­
gerously off the trade by that notiiod# lie calls the fourth R "reginao- 
tatlon in the alaeorocM," end suggests instead three typoo of grouping 
for reeding purpose®— one for hosie reading, one fee* specific needs, 
and one for interest areas, using books on different levels but in the 
sane interest area#b
In a discussion of exceptional children in the regular classroom, 
Dr# Jack W# Birch gives a number of specific suggestions for enrich­
ing the progran of gifted children# He states that even though thagr 
easily ocnploto the development of firet-gradc skills by the middle of 
tho terra, they should not bo held beck near confined to reading widely 
in supplementary notarial, important ae it is# Rather, they should
2 I-roderlck M# Raublnoar, "Iwprovlng Instruction Is lour Buoincaa," 
gduoatior, Digest, m i l  |U-13, FSbruaiy, 19S>C#
3 Helen llay ilcyl, ";j»r4*x»inc the Heading Program," The National 
dlsaantaty rrincipal, XXXV1176*180, flspterabor 19$5#
U Jsastt A# Bette, "Reading and the Fourth R," Eleauataty ansLlah# 
18-2$, January, 19*>Q#
6
7bo introduced to scean&or third-grade rending skills in the basic 
reader® as soon as roadinsss and neoosalty for the skills become evi­
dent, even if the child Is still in tbs first grado.1^
Tbs Joplin plan, which has received connicerablo publicity 
puts all fourth, fifth, and sixth graders into homogeneous groupe for 
reading rather than aisply grouping within a single ttLasaroom, and has 
net with rather pharwraanal success.^ A similar cospurlaent with the 
third and fourth grade children in the Ronald school in Seattle, Wash­
ington, was reported an having more advanta oe than disadvantages, 
though data were not sufficient to prove its worth statistically as yet. 7 *
£ Jack W« Birch, "Exceptional Children in four Regular dose* 
room," The Grute Teacher, 75*3t*ff., Harsh, 195&#
6 Roul Tunicy, "Johnny Can Read in Joplin,*1 The Reader*a Digeet,
(January, 1958), h M J u
7 asthor Skonnord Carlson, and Joyce hortiirup, "An ziXporinent 
in Grouping Pupils for Instruction in Reeding," The I? .tianal Elementary 
Principal, XXZVt53-57, September, 1955#
OttFT Jl III
CRXT'JUA FOR THE 3UPH17ISICJ; OF READING
A wida variety of current literature, as veil as the writings 
on Christian education by Mrs* Ellen a* Vhitc has been studied in order 
(1 ) to establish a set of broad objectives for the reading program in 
the Sevan th-day Adventist church school, and (2) to dot amine some of 
the ways in which these objectives may be carried out through super­
vision* In the presentation of these criteria, each has been sub­
stantiated by one or more authoritative references* Those are in no 
way intended to be ooprouonaive, but have been so looted as the most 
pertinent in tbs literature examined* In this connection, than, two 
questions should be considered?
A* What arc the broad objectives of the reading program in a 
Christian nclioal?
1* To prepare the child for the higher school in heaven 
and for service in this world*
Tou are laboring for time and for eternity, molding the 
minds of your students for entrance into the higher school*
Every right principle, every truth loarnod in an oar till/- ecnool, 
will advance ua Just that mud) in the heavenly school*1
The thought of the sternal life Should bo woven into all to 
which the Christian sets his iiand* If tie work performed is
1
Elion 0* White, Counsels to Parents and Teachers, p* 200 f«
agricultural or mechanic:!. la Its nature, it way still be 
after the pattern of the heavenly*?
It should be the teacher** Sin to prepare every youth under 
his care to be a blessing to the varld.X
Children are a heritage Tro i the Lord, and they are to be 
trained for Ills service.**
The teachers la the hone end the teachers lc the sohool 
should have a sympathetic understanding of one another’s work. 
That should labor together haraonlously, iabued with the sane 
missionary Spirit, striving together to benefit the children 
physically, mentally, and spiritually, and to develop characters 
tiat will stand ths test of templaiian.5
2. To fcooh children to rend well orally with proper ueo of 
tbs voioo.
Voice culture aliould be taught in the roading class| and In 
otiar dosses tbs teacher should insist t uit tito students speak 
distinctly, and use words which express thoir thoughts clearly 
end fardbly. Students should be taught to use the~r ahdnalnai 
rxieclae In breathing and speaking. This will sake the tones 
store full and olear.®
In reading or in recitation the ronundation Should bo dear. 
A need tone or an ungainly attitude should be at once corrected* 
Any lack of distinctness should be naricod os defective. fttwy 
hove allowed tnoasdves to fora the habit of spooking in * tfcick, 
indistinct way, as if tiieir tongue were too largo for their 
Mouth. Ittls habit has greatly hindered their usefulness.
It is essential that students be trained to read in s clear 
distinct tone. V* have boon pained as we have at tended confer­
ence nestings, tract society meeting*, and meetings of various 
kinds, where reports ware read in an elnost inaudible voice, or
in a hesitating manner or in a Muffled ton®. One half the
2 I£id«» P* 58*
5
3 Ibid., p. 96. 
^ Ibid., p. 216.
b Ibid., p. 1U3.
Ibid., p. 1&?
xo
interest in * meeting la killed ebon U.o participants do their 
pert in an indifferent, spiritless fashion* They should learn 
to qpeak in sack a vqy tii.it they can edify those vho listen*
Lot everyone connected Kith aissioaary work qualify hlaoolf 
to speak in a clear, attractive way, enandatinj his words 
perfectly. 6
Oral reading should be a sharing process whore the reader’s 
purpose is to entertain his listeners, to give them supplaaon- 
tary information, or to present evidence in proving a point*
Thus reading toefcbooka aloud in routine fashion destroys the 
true purpose of oral reading, atinulat.ua halting end mechanical 
porfaraanco, ond encourages s dislike for reading on ti»e part of 
the inept oral reader tiiamlf^ j^ aarrnas'xi at his atunhllng per- 
formnoe»'»ittad likewise his suffering or bored listeners*?
3- To develop tie child’s interest in and desire for good read­
ing, especially of the Dibits and the books of the c.murcii*
if the aind is set to the task of studying the Bible, the 
understanding will strengthen and the reasoning faculties will 
inprove. Under the study of trie Scriptures the aind eaqpands 
and beccr&B ore evenly balanced than if oocupisd in obtaining in-
forsaiion fros books that have no connection wit*, the Bible
Above all other books, the word of God must be our study, the 
great t.jjctbook, tho basis of all education; and our children are 
to be educated in the truths found therein, irrespective of pre­
vious habits and custocsa*11
Ths Bible should not be brought into our seno 1c to be sand- 
vichad between infidelity* God’s word oust be nade the ground­
work and subject natter of education*12
& Ibid*, p~. 216 f .
9 mlldrod A. Dawson, "The Hole of Oral Roadie in School and Life 
Activities,*' Haafentdry Ibgliafo, 30-37, January, 19£8.
10 vTilts, Counsels to I-uaento and Teua^ars, p* U£2.
11 Ellon G. Vhito, Toatlnoniac for the Church, VI, 131 f •
12 White, Counsels to Parents amd iomcaera, p* 16*
11
The psalmist declares, "When Thou saldst, seek yo }ty face;
8QT heart said unto Thee, Thy face, Lord, will I seek." Pa, 2 7 .  
The whole of this psalm should find a place In the reading and 
spelling lessons of the school. The twenty-oichth, twenty-ninth, 
and seventy-eighth psalms tell of the rich blessings bestowed by 
Qod upon ills people, and of their poor returns for all His bene­
fits. The eighty-first psalm explains vhy Israel was scattered,—  
they forgot Qod, as the churches In our land are forgetting Him 
today. Consider also the eighty-ninth, ninetieth, ninety-first, 
ninety-second, and ninety-third psalm.
These things were written for our adaonition, upon whom the 
ends of the world are coinej and should they not be studied in 
our schools? The ward of Cod contains instructive lessons, 
given in reproof, in warning, in encouragement, and in rich 
promises. Would not such food as this be meat in due season to 
the youth?13
Let studonts put to the stretch their mental faculties, that 
they nay comprehend the forty-fifth chapter of Isaiah. Such 
chapters as this should be brought into our schools as a valuable 
study
The Holy Scriptures were tiie essential study in the schools 
of the prophets, and they Should hold the first place in every 
educational system) for the foundation of all right education is 
a knowledge of God. Used as a textbook in our schools, the Bible 
will do for mind and morale what cannot be done by books of 
sdenoo and philosophy* As a book to discipline and strengthen 
the intellect, to ennoble, purify,and refine the character, it 
is without a rival. 15
There is another clans of books— love stories and frivolous, 
exciting tales— willed are a curse to everyone who reads them,
even though tho author may attach a good moral. Often religious
13 Ibid., p. U$Y ff* 
^  Ibid., p. US$.
15 Ibid., p. 122.
12
atatemnt# ore woven all through theso books; but in noat casee 
Satan Is but clothed In mn&sl roboc to deceive and allure the 
unsuspicious. The practice of story reading Is one of the mans 
•qpiqyod by Satan to destroy souls. It produces e false, un­
healthy orci toner, t, fevers ths imagination, unfits the Mind far 
usefulness, and disqualifies it for any spiritual exercise, it 
weans tbs soul from prayer sod from the love of spiritual things. 10
U» To teach the child to under stand, organise, and appraise what 
he reads, applying the truths of the Bible to his own life.
!Je (the teacher] should not rest satisfied with the presenta­
tion of aoy subject until the student understands the principle 
involved, perceives its truth, and is able to state clearly what 
he has learned.*?
It Is the work of true education to • . . train the youth to 
be thinkers, and not aers reflectors of other asn's thought. 10
Teachers students to think ***** clearly to under­
stand the truth for theneelvos. It is not onou^i for the teacher 
to explain, or for the student to believe; inquiry oust be wakened, 
and the student m e t  be drawn out to state the truth in hie own 
language, thus raking it evident that he sees its force and aekes 
the application# . • This nay be a slow process; but it is of or® 
value then rushing over important subjects without due conaidarati on.19
5. To teach the skille the child needs to bring success at in- 
croasin; levels of difficulty in all subjects of tic curriculum.
The teaeiier Should carefully study the dlapoaition and character 
of his pupils, that he suy adapt his teaching to their peculiar 
needs.®
Ibid., p. 13lu White, jiucatia), p. 23U.
^  Ibid., p. 17.
White, Tostiaonlee to thu Omrch, 71, 151.
20 White, Counsels, p. 231.
uIn ardor to do effective aUxfy, the Internet of tin child 
oust be enlisted* Especially by tho one who has to do with 
children and youth differing widely in disposition, training, 
and habits of thought# this 1c a natter not to be lost sight 
of •**
Those wi.o would stake a suooeas in the education of the youth 
nuat take than as they are, not as they ought to be# nor as they 
will be when they ease from under their training** 2 *
The teaoUu* should constantly sin at sinplidty and effectiveness. 
i!S should teacn largely by illustration, and even in dealing with 
older pupils should be careful to wake ovary explanation plain and 
dear. £3
Teachers nay loam a lesson fra- the experience of the famor 
who placed the food for his sheep in a crib so high that tho 
young of the flock could not reach It* 3one teachers present the 
truth to their students in a slatlur Manner. They place the crib 
so rdgh that those whom they teach oannot reach the food*2'4
The systen of grading is aaoetines a hindrance to the pupil’s 
m l  progress* 3ooo pupils are ales at first, and the teacher of 
those youth needs to aseraUo great patience* But those pupils 
nay af ter a snort tine learn so rapidly as to astonish him* Others 
nay appear to be very brilliant# but tine my show that they have 
blnsaoned too suddenly. The system of confining children rigidly 
to grades is not vieo.25
Principles applicable to all learners#
1. Begin where the learner is (or a little below that point if 
you want to build up his confidence )•
2* Proceed at the learner’s pace (stopping occasionally to review,
•solatiato, and consolidate past learning).*6
21 ibid., p* 1SU 22 White, Christian Jduoatlon, p* 25,
2^ White, Counsels to Teachors, p* 261*
^  P* 25 Ibid., p, 177*
Jack V. Birch, •MNpticnal Children in lour Regular Classroom,” 
3liff # The Erede Teacher, March, 1950.
11
B# What are sone of l * procedures which the puporvfoor may use 
to carry out these objective?
1# The supervisor will dsvise various means of improving the 
Instructional procr-a through ln» sanies education of the staff# 3arr, 
Burton, and Brueekner sirs a rather concise outline of devices avail­
able for training purpose* as follows >
4# Verbal swans of training touchers in service including (1) 
the individual conferencej (2) the group conference; (3) bulle- 
tina, handbooks, and other printed aide) (U) directed reading) 
and (5) Institutional course work#
B# Directed observation as a mans of training tacncro in 
service including (1 ) the directed observation of regular 
classroom instruction, or (2) directed observation of special 
danonstr&tlona provided by the supervisor or soma member of 
the teaching staff for training purposes#
C# Direct contact learning devices employed in the training of 
teachers in service, including (1 ) teacher participation in the 
formulation of instructional plans and policies) (2) teacher par­
ticipation in courso-of-Study Taking; (3) teacher participation 
in the choice of instructional materials i textbooks, supplies, 
end equipment) (1 ) teacher participation; in the formulation of 
the criteria by which teaching nay be evaluated and ultimately 
and (£) teacher participation in educational probiem-
2# The supervisor will carry out a consistent program of test­
ing, both group and Individual when necessary, and see that the results 
are used intelligently in grouping children and in selecting material for
The H# A# [rental age] Is a good index of the level of reeding 
difficulty a child should achieve# The I# Q# [intelligence cjuo-
27 A# 3# Barr, vllliam a# Burton, and Leo J# Brueekner, Super­
vision, p# 667 f•
tiaot] Is a v luablo indicator of the rate at which a child should 
progress in looming to read.26
3# The supervisor will help to interpret the reading program 
to the public, especially to the parents, and consult with individual 
parents when necessary.
Is that not, than, our basic purpose for a pragma of lotar- 
probation of reading— to help parents discover the fact that we 
are trying: earnestly to provide s good reading program, and to 
hslp school people to discover that parente can play a vital role
In developing the reading program if *JLui .and work to­
gether?2?
h* The supervisor will find and prepare materials to help with 
the remedial cases as well an with the jilted children. Dr* Paul Witty, 
la discussing the gifted child, says that perhaps the greatest possibi­
lity for enrichment lies in the field of reading."30
*>• The supervisor will use various means to sac that "reading 
is being emphasised as an all-school, every-teaoher, overy-subject res­
ponsibility."31
If the only training in reading received by pupils is of a 
basal reading type, they will not be able to road effectively in 
other curriculum fields. It is necessary for teachers to recog­
nise pupil needs and develop skills for this purpose.32
1$
Jade W. Birch, Retrieving the Retarded Reader, p. 9*
29 Aina K. Freeland, "Helping Parents Understand," The National 
ilewsntary Principal, XXIV:236-2Ui, September, 199?*
30 Paul a . Witty, "Reading for the Potential Leader and Future 
Scientist," Th© Ration*a Schools, 61*57-59, February, 1958.
31 Paul A. Witty, "Johnny Could Read setter," The nation*a Schools, 
61: LO-4i2, January, 1958.
32 George 0. Spache, "Reading in Various fturriculusi Fields," The
donation Digest, SX£CI«&M0» April, 1958.
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Instruction in word analysis is of srau greater importance in 
intermediate grades than in primary grades* The carefully con­
trolled vocabulary that appears in primary readers is largely 
abodenedj the intermediate-grade child encounters an endless 
succession of words he has not read before* If he is to be 
successful in reading* he most be very rapid and accurate in word 
analysis .33
6* The supervisor will help to develop an adequate and wall-
organised school library as veil as helping to secure a rich variety
of books for the classroom* including sets of supplementary roaders
both below and above the grade level for each grade* This is ana of
U s  items stressed by Paul Witty *3b
7* The reading supervisor will relievo the heavy duties of the
teacher as m e h  as possible by encouraging tte use of older children to
help the younger* by providing special remedial help for certain students
when necessary* by providing other relief for the teacher so that he my
have time for planning and preparation for hia leading classes* iller.
0* White counsels that %  * • where the number of students is large
enough* assistants should be chosen frer. among the alder ones* Thus
trie students will gain an experience of great vJ.ua* "35
8* The suparrieor will encourage the use of the tonriher*a manual
or guidubook* especially for inexperienced or Inadequately trained teachers*
For all teachers* but particularly for newomers in a school* 
the Guidebook provides an cxoollent "course" In reading methods—
33 Donald D* Durr ell, Improving heading Instruction, p* 267*
3b pool A* ’-Jitty* "Judging tho Reading Program," The Nation*a 
Schools, 61:60-1, April* 1950*
35 White, Counsels to Parents and leudiuro, p* 200*
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Umar? and practice— a course pinpointed for each tooci.^ r to the 
specific grade level she vorfce with* Sho takes t;*e noouiwoR under 
ideal conditions, too, for ah© too a chance to put the ideas gained
into imediato practices and see for herself how they work*3d
0
3° An Adainlatrator’a liandbook on Reading, p. 7
CHAPTaR I?
PRACTICE I& THE SCHOOL OP PAiTtCIPATIQNl AT THE
ours a or the project
attended observation in the school of partidpetion yielded s nurv- 
ber of deairablo, positive practlooo in the supervision of ti* reading 
program, and a few which definitely hinder progress but which ere in the 
process of being corrected. For the purposes of this chapter, the posi- 
tire practices will be listed separately under (1 ) those pertaining 
specifically to supervisory work, and (2) those pertaining store directly 
to the dassroas teacher.
I. Positive practices.
A. In sups:vision.
1. An s mranss.j by the principal of her responsibility 
for the success of the reading program, and an open* 
nindednoss toward new ideas.
2. An active in-service training program for teaehere.
3. Provision of a reasonably adequate supply of lib­
rary books for supplementary reading.
U. The utilisation of the older to help the younger.
$• An active public relations program through the Horae 
end School or Parent*/:easier Association to acquaint 
ti.® parents with instruotioosl methods.
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6* Organisation of remedial classes with a remedial 
toaehar*
7* A ra: sociably good testing program*
D* By the teaching staff*
1. An enthusiastic and cooperative attitude toward tbs 
remedial reading program*
2* A sincere desire to learn better methods of teaching 
reading*
3* ’Vide use of experience reading charts in the primary 
grades*
li« Complete cooperation in providing devices for raotiira- 
ting outsida reading*
II* Undesirable practices and conditions*
A* Lack of adequate space for a control library*
B* Traditional teaching met:, ode by soon touchers asking little 
or no allowance for individual differences. Also lack of 
thoroughness in "fallowing through.*
C. Apparently inadequate reading instruction as such in the 
middle and upper grades*
D* Child-owned readers corresponding to grade placement, 
hindering some children fro* being placed where they can 
make the beet progress*
E* Lade of sufficient cots of Supplementary readers*
F* A fsw inadequately trained or unskilled teachers*
CHAPTER V
XMPLffiafPATiorj ap sopanrcscur procedures
Criteria for corrying out the broad objectives of a reading pro­
gran through supervision are listed in Section B of Chapter III* The 
methods used to carry out theca responsibilities are presented here­
with in the same order aa the basic criteria are listed in Chapter III*
X* lo-aervlco education of tne staff* At the beginning of the 
school year a forty-five ninute individual conference was arranged ty 
the supervisor with each teacher to discuss test results* grouping, 
readers to be used, and ottmr reading problems* Throughout the year 
there were numerous informal conversations with each teacher regarding 
methods, textbooks, and certain individual reading problems. These were 
initiated by the teachers titoraselves fully half of the time*
In several instances the aupenrisor had the opportunity of sub­
stituting a full day or more in a classroom, and was able to evaluate at 
first hand the reading accomplishments of the children* A conference 
with the teacher soon afterward proved a very profitable way to further 
help her in her classroom methods*
The supervisor conducted Studies at four teachers* meetings on 
purposes of testing, remedial methods, methods of touching curricular 
reading, and ways of allowing for individual differences, both for the 
alow and the gifted child* Two different teachers* institutes (hiring 
the year gave additional ideas and motivation for good teaching of
reeding. Occasional infoitaal group conferences wore also bald to die* 
cue* problem la co’.non. These often took place around the lunch table, 
on the playground, or in the hall, ae well as in the classroom.
Bulletins, dipping*, and othar pertinent natorial on reading 
were either poeted on the bulletin board or circulated. A number of 
nm  book* on reading aetimds ware purchased for the teachers* library.
All teasers were encouraged to take a class in the teaching of 
reading given at the noar-fey Potomac University. Tuition va* paid by 
the school, and two were able to join this class. The sixth grade 
teacher, assisted ty the supervisor, vas the University instructor in 
this daa^, so four of the school staff had an Intensive refresher class 
in general and remedial reading methods.
At the beginning of the school year the reading supervisor Ueoon- 
strated news reading in three different classrooms, indicating the prin­
ciples of curricular reading methods.
Since It vas considered desirable to bring in outside authority to 
provide an objective point of view, in January Kiss Lucy Lockhart, con­
sultant from WuSLayan University in Connecticut, vas called in to bring 
new ideas to the staff. She demonstrated both intermediate end lower 
grade teaching methods in curricular readier for all teachors to observe. 
She later spoke to the group in an evaluation session, giving principles 
of teacher preparation, explaining hear to develop reading readiness in 
the entire class, describing methods of guiding the silent and oral read­
ing, illustrating ways of dealing with individual differences, and demon­
strating how to stimulate critical thinking.
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Teacher participation was erqployed aa a device in all individual 
and group conferences, as wall as in the full touchers*  meeting, parti­
cularly in the formulation of instruct!onal plans, choice of Instructional 
materials, and educational prohlom-ealving. More could have been done 
in the fomnlatl n of criteria by which teaching nay be evaluated and 
improved, although other chock lists, including the one in the appendix 
of this etudy, were presented to the teatt-ure.
2. r.-e tooting program. At the beginning of U«e echocl year 
all children in the firet adLx grades were tested. First grade cJd-Ldrea 
were given the Murpiiy-Durrell Diagnostic Reading Readiness Taetyl second 
grade children were given the data* Primary Reading Tost, 2 including 
word recognition, sentence reading, and paragraph reading) and those in 
grades three to six were given Form A of the Durrell-Gulliran Reading 
Achievement Tset? ae well as the Durrell-Sullivan Reading Capacity Toet.k
The Capacity Test was a non-reading test designed to measure a 
child’s general underst anding of vocabulary and factual material. A 
difference of one grade or more in tie rating between the acideveaent
^ .clan XT Murphy, and Donald D. Burrell, rUirphy-Durrell Diagnos­
tic Readiness Teat.
* Arthur I. Oates, Oates Primary Heading Test.
3 Donald D. Burrell and Helen Blair Sullivan, Purreli-Sailivan head­
ing Achievement Test.
& Donald D. Burrell, and Helen B. Sullivan, Durrell-Suilivaa Read­
ing Capacity Test.wmrnmm MJwHMMHib mmmm
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and capacity teat scores indicated that the child v&s not reading 14) to 
his ability and therefore should have special help.
These test results, along with teacher judgment, were used es e 
basts in grouping the children in the classroom, in determining the 
groups needing special remedial help, and in deciding whet textbooks 
should be used for then*
About six weeks before the end of the school year each group vue 
retested to check progress made under the supervisory and remedial pro* 
gran* The first grade children were given the Oates Primary Heading 
Test, the second grade children were given the Oates Advanced Primary 
Readin * Test, and those in grades three to six were -Ivon Fora B-oT the . 
Durreil-Sullivun Reading Achievement Test*
3* Public and parent relations* At two different Hone and School 
a otin ;s and at two school board meetings, the supervisor was requested 
to explain the testing and reading program to the parents and board mem­
bers* The response was enthusiastic, and brought a flood of opportunities 
for individual consultation with parents at Home and Softool meetings, 
by telephone, after school, and in informal conversations at gatherings 
where parents could be contacted* Motes were occasionally sent to par oats 
to keep them informed of the progress of tiieir children, end sets of flesh 
cords were furai&ed to same who asked to give their children extra help 
at homo*
In certain instanoos, consultations were Initiated by the supervisor 
to help solve problems* In s typical case, an eye difficulty in s child 
wss suspected, and a telephone call to the mother brought about an eye
eotaainetion, glasses to correct the dlfioulty, and subcequent improve­
ment in rending.
In another cane the i other of a nervous child who was consistently 
brlngia: a nutritionally nearer lunch, and who wae evidently not fitting 
sufficient sleep vas contacted* 3he was vary cooperative when she under­
stood the effect of this program on her child* The child scorned to find 
new security' and happiness in his consistently good lunches thereafter*
On first-grade day in April the supervisor talked to the parents 
of the children who would be entering first grade in the fell* She 
explained the school's plan to provide a good reading program, and gave 
than specific suggestions as to how better to prepare their children for 
school during the ensuing five months.
U* Materials of instruction* Fbr the purposes of the rerwdiel 
classes It was assumed that the usual methods had failed and that a new 
approach to learning was necessary for success* Therefore, the regular 
textbooks, workbooks, nd aUaarocn equipment for the teaching of read­
ing was avoided as each ae possible* Instead of those, a variety of 
special materials for the ronodial classes were purchased or prepared 
by the supervisor* Purchased materials inelud d master copies far dupli­
cating phonics and word-analysis axorcisos on all gradj levels, Dolch's 
word caaes,5 ganea from Phonovioual Alds^ and Tteasdial ducation Center7
£ See Appendix B*
6 Ibid. 7 Ibid*
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ia Washington, high interest love! workbook by Luo oditors of »y 
uoflifiv i.oudt;r« Heading Skill Builders? on all grade levels, numerous 
high interest pleasure reeding books on various levels, and four beau­
tiful large print Bibles. Tencber-nado materials included V.'ordo, * 
root-word game, a suffix arid prefix r,a.mt a word ending gnaw, and nuior- 
oua sets of flash cards for various teaching purposes*
For the regular classrooms, several new seta of supple»enta*y 
basal re ,dars, with accompanying workbooks witen necessary, were purchased 
where needed* Plans call for still aora sets to be added for the next 
school year*
*»• ^>haals on reading in all phases of the school program. This
supervisory responsibility was carried out by naans of the in-service 
training program outlined in section 1, including individual and group 
conference, dosonstrati.-ns, and talks with principal and regular teachers* 
The whole tone of the school was tuned to tue new reading program by var­
ious daeioea of the principal as well as the supervisor.
6. library books. In addition to numerous library books on hand, 
a large number of library books have been purchased this year to be used 
in the classrooms. A separate, central library contains additional books 
and resource material* 3
3 see Appendix B*
9 I b ld *
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7* lialp far toacucro, The presence of an motive organ! station at 
the John flavins An irewa school called "The Teachors of Day After Tomorrow" 
sponsored by the principal# provided such excellent help for the teachers. 
There were about thirty girls in this dub fra® the seventh and eighth 
grodcs who spent from thirty minutes to an hour each day helping a 
teacher to whom they were assigned* In this time they corrected papers# 
gave special drill to Individuals or groups who noodod it# or conducted 
reading groups* On the day of the special demonstration by Kiss Lockart, 
the girls took over the classrooms to free the teachers to watch the 
demonstration.
Within oach classroom the idee of using the more able to help the 
leas able was successfully promoted* ,
A renodial program was set to care for most of those who tested 
below grade level* A group from each classroom was given apodal instruc­
tion by the supervisor for twenty-five to thirty minutes each day for four 
days a voek# accept for the sixth grade children. They received one-fourth 
to one-half of this mount of special remedial instruction* This relieved 
the teacher of responsibilities she felt for these renedial canes which 
she did not have tine to fulfill*
In maty instances# the children who were soot to the remedial 
classes ware those who needed the cioet over-all attention in their own 
classrooms. Many were the discipline problems* Therefore# idea they 
were at their special reading class# the teacher hod a more ideal situa­
tion in which to work with the regaining groups*
Though not asaotly remedial in its purpose# one first grade group 
was given special training in auditory discrimination further to prepare
27
them far reading instruction*
The remedial roon was a small corner in the school auditorium, 
closed off by folding doors and equipped with a table and chairs rathor 
than desks, a floor lamp and a bookcase* 3omo of the children called 
it "our little bouse," for it seemed to give an atmosphere of informal 
coainooo in contrast to the classroom. inasmuch as the typical situa­
tion had not brought success to the children, it was thought best to 
adjust environaont and method sufficiently to provide a now avenue of 
looming*
The principal and oaoh teacher emphasised to the children that 
membership in the apodal reading classes was a privilege, and it was 
so considered throughout the year fcy almost all concerned* The word 
"remedial" was not used in the presence of the children.
0* Use o__ guidebook. All teachers were fumiaiiod with and 
encouraged to use guidebooks for their basal readers end othor printed 
materials as helps in teaching curricular reading* In more than one 
instenos, it was obvious that conscientious use of these helps brought 
about specific improvement in tie teaching of reeding in ttie classroom 
and thus better achievement by the students*
a
CHAP? lift n
OBJECTIVE AMD SUBJECTIVE OUTCOME OP THE SUPERVISOR!
AMD REMEDIAL PROGRAM
This study was neosssarily limited by the fact that no records 
from previous years without a supervisory and remedial program are avail­
able for cxtpsrison* However, certain results trots, t. .e testing program 
indieate significant gains in the reeding program of the school* These 
objective results are Illustrated by graphs and charts on the following 
PSg*«*
Other results, though not measurable by tests or other assms, are 
nevertheless significant and are reported as part of the outcomes of 
this study*
X* objective outcjkss
Osin Compared to normal apectation
The DurreU-Sullivan Reeding Achievement was given the last of 
April, 1959, to 285 children to coopers aohiavemsnt with the beginning 
test civen the last of September, 1953* In this time of approximately 
seven school months between tests it wes normally expected that the 
average gain for a child in any given grade would be *7 of a grads* This 
normal expectation is indicated fcy the red stiaded area in Figure 1*
Actual increments are illustrated in black* It can be seen that all 
classes exceeded this normal expectation and that the third grads made
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2.0
1.5 ■
l.o .
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o _
Grade 6Grade 3 Grade 1* Grade 5
1.2
Grade 2
Normal Expectation (.7 grade)
Actual Achievement
FIGURE 1
GAIN IN READING ACHIEVEMENT
COMPARED TO NORMAL EXPECTATION
the greatest gain with the second and fourth grades coning Tory close* 
Since twenty out of fifty-four students in the sixth grade had very 
nearly reached, or had exceeded the laaxtwum for this test in September, 
they were not retestod in April* This fact naturally United the possi­
bilities for averago gain in this dans*
Reading Acliiovoamt Compared to Actual 3ra<k Plscenent*'
In Figure 2 the actual grade plaoonont for each grade in September 
is indicated by a solid red bar and In April by an extended red shaded 
bar* This shows that oach grade achieved on the average *8 of a grade 
or nore above the actual grade placement in tha final test*
The highest achievement over grade placement was made by the 
fourth grade with 1*7 grades over their U*8 actual grade placement in 
April* It will be noted that the achievement of this fourth grade was 
5*0 in September Instead of it*l as would normally be anticipated* With 
so high a st andard alr ady achieved, a substantial increment in the seven 
months, September to April, would iiardty be expected* However, the stu­
dents not only maintained tioelr tonth-of-point per month, above their 
already high achievement, but also more than doubled thie to e 1*5 grade 
gain, or 15 months* gain in 7 months— above their September level (which 
already was nearly a full grade above the norm*)
jven the first grads, an unusually bright and mature group achieved 
an average of one full grade aver their actual grade placement of 1*8*
Only two first grade children failed to roach this level* 1
30
1 See Definition of Terms, p* 3*
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ACTUAL GRADE PLACEMENT IN SEPTEMBER (.1 ABOVE GRADE) 
ACTUAL GRADE PLACEMENT IN APRIL (.8 ABOVE GRADE)
ACHIEVEMENT IN SEPTEMBER .
INCREASE IN ACHIEVEMENT IN APRIL
FIGURE 2
AVERAGE READING ACHIEVEMENT BY GRADES 
COMPARED TO ACTUAL GRADE PLACEMENT**
* No achievement test was given to the first grade in September 
** See Definitions of Terms.
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Reading Achievement Coopered to Reading Capacity
Since one of the goals of the reading program was to help every 
child read up to his capacity, it was determined by the test results in 
grades three to six, as nearly as such results can be absolutely valid, 
what percentage of students were reading up to their capacity at the 
time each test was given. Figure 3 indicates these results. At the 
end of September only hk*5 per cent of 190 children were reading up to 
their capacity, while the test results at the end of April showed that 
82 per cent were reading up to capacity.
Actual Grade Placwaent in Comparisons
It is always well to consider actual grade placement when study­
ing the reading achievement of a group. Those students in each class 
who were not able to achieve grade level varied from J. to 3*0 grades or 
points below. That is, if one child should be in grade 6.8 one month 
before school is out, but actually achieves 5.0, he is 1*0 points below 
grade placement. Or if another child were 6.6 at that same time, Its 
would bo .2 of a point below grads placement. On this basis it was 
decided to total the number of points below grade level in each grade 
for ttie first test in September end note the Improvement as these points 
were diminished at the second test. This would naturally be a check on 
the remedial groups since they were made up mostly of those who were 
below grade level. This is shewn in Figure It.
The number of points below grade placement ae shown by the test 
at the last of September is illustrated on the chart in black, and the
33
FIGURE 3
PERCENTAGE OF ALL (180) STUD ROTS IN GRADES THREE TO SIX READING 
UP TO THEIR CAPACITY AT THE END OF SEPTEMBER COMPARED TO THOSE READING
UP TO CAPACITY AT THE END OF APRIL
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FIGURE U
COMPARISON OF GRADE PLACEMENT (TOTAL POINTS FOR EACH GRADE) 
BETWEEN LAST OF SEPTEMBER, 1958, AND LAST OF APRIL, 1959, 
SHOWING SUMMARY OF THE STUDENTS IN EACH CLASS
WHO ARE BELOW NORMAL ACHIEVEMENT
3S
meter still remaining tljc last of September is illustratod in rod. Tbs 
drastic cut In tho so unwanted points in the tided and fourth grades indi­
cates Tory affective teaching of reading in those grades as veil as Ujo 
possibility that students in those grades az o ioro rocoptive to corrective 
-neaeuros and apodal oqphasls in reading than in the fifth and Sixth 
grades. Though the sampling in this testing program was not extensive, 
these results may well mean that the third and fourth grades are the 
last really good chance to start the average child on the road to effi­
cient reading while in the elementary school.
Gain in Fattaodlal Glanoeo
Figure £ which shows the gain in achievement in the remedial 
classes as compared with the gain in the school as a whole indicates 
that slow learners and orootionally disturbed children who make up the 
larger share of tt*o remedial groups can generally keep up with their own 
grades if they have special attention. Tho relatively low gain in the 
sixth grade remedial classes wan likely due to tiie fact that they received 
leas than half of the instructional time tliat the other classes received.
Auditory Discrimination
A separate axpurinont in auditory discrinination with a group of 
first graders is illustrated in Figure 6. The Hurpiy-iXirroll Diagnostic 
Reading oadinos3 Tost on October 15# 19S8 snowed that eight children 
were week in a ditacy discrimination. For the next eight w o ;q they wore 
given %-otoaatic oar training by tlw remedial teacher for twenty-five
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Grade 2 Grade 3 Grade H Grade 5> Grade 6
FIGURE $
GAIN IN READING ACHIEVEMENT IN REGULAR CLASSROOMS 
COMPARED TO GAIN IN REMEDIAL CLASSES ACCORDING TO GRADES
37
Comparative achievement 
scores of entire first grade 
and remedial group at beginning 
of experiment.
p H  Comparative gains of entire 
first grade and of remedial group 
after eight weeks.
FIGURE 6
EIGHT-WEEK AUDITORY READING READINESS EXPERIMENT
3a
zdnutoe a day, Tour days * week. Ths dess as a whole was given sons 
training by tteir hanarooa taecher. On Deoenber 10, 1?5$ the whale class 
was retested and averaged 95 percentile. The remedial group bad improved 
100 per cent and equaled ths average of ths whole class. Xt is quits 
possible that these children would not hare oucoeednd so well in reading 
if they had not had this preparatory training.
XX. SUBJECTIVE OUTCOMES
Parent-touCUar
Thsre were many outecswa which could not be objectively aoasured.
It was often expressed by various touchers that ths presence of a reading 
supervisor in ths school gave then s foaling of confidence In doing what 
they felt was the right thing though parental pressure eight be contrary. 
For instance, it was recognised by the supervisor and classroom teacher 
that oar tain children not be ft°pab1s of finishing of the prs>
soribtd books for tholr grade, even though they had been purchased for 
them at the beginning of the year and even though the teacher felt that 
the parent would axpoct them to be oooplatod. However, certain otinsr 
sonool-owned books were used fay the child which ware on his learning level 
and the more difficult books were loft to bo finished at a later tine-* 
probably at the beginning of the following school year. The supervisor 
was depended upon to support the teaehor in this decision.
Changes In Classroom Assignment
In the case of any reading problem tho toaster felt that she could 
depend upon the support of the supervisor. When children were to be
9changed fJrotn one rooct to another or if there wes a question about where 
the child should be placed, the supervisor was always asked to tost or 
otherwise chock on toe child to reoorraond grade placnnant.
Parental SetisfoOtl ons
Parents often indicated enthusiasm and satisfaction with the ocean* 
pliahntnte of their children in reading* The fact that each child was 
being tested and supervised hr oonoono who had made reading a specialty 
eeened to be very gratifying to then* Also when it was known that rone- 
dial work was being dano, a number of parents requested this special i*lp 
for their dJLldren or expressed apprecl tion if their children had already 
been assigned to a group* On several different occasions speaker? or visi­
tors at the school motioned the advantage of this special help— indica­
ting the progressive nature of the program and compllnantLng the school 
for this phase of its work*
Teacher Motivation.
Aftor the second seriee of teets were given, sane of the teacnere 
were so anxious to get results that they chocked the tests and r eported 
to tho supervisor before tne day was over* One corrected her papers dur­
ing a free period and the noon hour end hod the results ready before the 
afternoon session* All were greatly pleased with the progress rtadc, and 
voiced the desire to redouble their efforts Airing the reaeinin- month of 
the school year for those students who were still below grade level*
hO
Tnportancfc of Student Attitude
One of the big secrete of the success of the renedlal reading 
groups van the fact that mnberaidp in than cane to be regarded as a 
privilege by alnost ell concerned. The interesting devices, game, and 
other special nefchods used helped to maintain thie popularity through­
out the year. Almost ever, day for the first several sooths one or aore 
students not in the groups requested to came until t 'nay finally bocaae 
resigned to the idee that there was not enough roan for any more.
A vary nervous group of three second grade bays, ell with ono- 
tionel problens caused by ho e situations, were so Inattentive and un­
disciplined at the beginning of the school year that they could not con­
centrate on even the moot Staple reading gone long enough to enjoy it. 
After patient use of varied mens to bring then success in their work 
by the dddle of the year they were begging to play the gents svaiy dy, 
and had advanced enough to handle several different types of grass suc­
cessfully. Hjr the end of the senool year they vero able to concentrate 
on any one project for the full period of thirty ainutee, whether it was 
their reading workbook, a reading gane, phonetic spelling, or flash 
card drill.
Their interest, however, was high from the very first. So 
anxious were they to cons that their hoese room te ener had to c o m  and 
got them twice when they slipped out of their cam room too early. She 
strictly instructed them not to leave until the dock indicated, but 
she said that they never needed to be raalnded to cone whether also vs* 
busy with other groups or not.
hX
Special Caao ?lo# 1
cue uopoolally interact!nr cuao was an elowen-yar old Anariean 
boy from the mission field who was placed by ago in the fifth grade# fSis 
aether Indicated that he would be Tory shy since he had never been In a 
regular achool beforo, but his hone roan teacher was not prepared for hie 
collate lade of response}not even an "1 don't know.* She soon decided 
not to cause Mrs and herself undue eabarraaaneot and thereafter did not 
ask anything fron hia# She reportod the situation# In tins routine read­
ing testa, hie achiovemant soore was to low that It actually did not regie- 
tor on the chart, since the teat was for grades three to six# His rat­
ing via left at the weary bofcton of that tost chart— 2 • 2— but it no doubt 
was less than that, for hie oral testin ' indicated pro-primer level# lie 
had not yet learned cursive writing, and tils spelling was nil# His read­
ing capacity score was *>#*>•
lie was given some Individual help by the remedial instructor, and 
worked with Ills own grade's remedial group whenever it was possible# He 
was not a fust learner, but reacted beautifully to individual and small 
group work at his level, responding with enthusiasm to tlie activities as 
any naraal bey would# lie also became fond of the remedial teacher, no 
doubt as a rescuer from his store of distress, and tried to please her in 
every way he could#
Since he was to leave ti o school at tho end of February on his 
way back to the mission field, and since it was evident to hie roller 
classroom teaonur that his bine in hie homeroom could not be effectively
utilised (his hotao roan teacher Mid that he was nothing more than a 
•vegetable" there), it vas decided about the first of January to bring 
bin to the rcnedfal rocn full tine* There he was given a separate 
little table and leap for his study* There he happily read books an his 
level to aeko his string of stars on the chart as long as possible. Ha 
also did his workbook, special phonics exorcises, and vas called in to 
participate in as many as throe or four different remedial groups in the 
day* me mother reported that the change "delighted" hia*
On Fridays when ths remedial reeding teacher did not come, he 
devotedly act anpllafaed all she had assigned* Often be came before school 
or stayed after school of his own volition to do more* On many occasions 
be would finish a book and bring it to the reading toucher with the com* 
neat, "Beyl that was really a neat book I" and ho would reocMsend books 
he 4tad read to others* He seemed not to be self-conscious about thsir 
being simple books*
A few days before he vas to leave he was given a Durroll-Sullivan 
Achievement Test to ooopure with ths one at the beginning of the year*
Hie rating by then v.o 3*U— a gain of 1*2 in about four months* However, 
since it was * timed test, and since he vas naturally a alow, deliberate 
Child, it did not actually indicate his true reading power* He was able 
at that time to road and do fourth grade workbook material accurately 
and with reasonable ease* He had practically nastorad the essential 
phonetic and word analysis principles for that grade level, and could 
attack almost any new word accurately* Just to a e what his word recog­
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nition and ocraprehansian pcwor might be If not lindtod by tine, he was 
ollauod to continue hie test after ti e score was determined at the tins 
Unit. Utat tine his score was h.6. Also on a ^ s^ekly Reader timed teat, 
his grade level was h.2.
ouever ills true act araplishraent was not measured in grades 
achieved but in the fact that he loomed to read and love it. fits first 
objective wren he reached California was to have lie not her take lira to 
the public library so that ho could find sexto nore books to read, lie 
avowed every indication of being wall on his way to noraal reading 
ability.
fecial Caoc ho. 2
A bay of the slow, deliberate type in the fourth grade had reached 
tna place where tie said openly that he never would be able to read and did 
not care anyway. After remedial help his tost score snowed a gain of 
1.5 grades in seven months, ills greatest gain, however, was his con­
fidence in his own reading ability. He now volunteers to read orally 
in his hooaroora and, according to his i.arasrooa teacher, reads correctly 
and SKprosedvoly. His workbook work is neat and accurate, and though 
he is still slow, hie speed lias increased considerably.
Special Case ho. 3
A certain third grade boy otenod to find sec urity in his reading 
class which he arparently lacked st hone, 12* often cane before oc.^ ool or 
st recess tirao just to soy "..alio" to the reading teacher or to tell sone 
incident that happened at hans or on the way to school. He forood the
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habit of bringing his lunch vltb Mr. to hie clues which wet Juet before 
the noon hour end begged to atay there to eat lunch* hater ell four 
boys of M e  reading group asked to stay to eat their lunch* All the 
children of the reeding groups were the remedial teacher's "special 
friends.H
Uee of tie Bible end Spiritual Qutcoaoe
The attractive larre-print Bibles were e constant source of ple­
asure for tic students of tic remedial classes* The olovan-yoar-old 
boy from the aiseion field was so delighted to find that he could actu­
ally read the Bible fciiat he arranged with nil parents to buy one each for 
hie and hie broiler of ti*at seme kind* A favorite activity of ids which 
wee shared by two sixth grade boys was alternate verse by verse reading 
of thoee Bibles*
rovaral intorostin incidents resulted from the first few tines 
the second graders used the Bibles* After ouc child was given a Bible, 
the teacher told than that it was always best to say e little prayer 
before opening than to ask for special help and understanding in their 
reading* After the teacher's prayer early in their remedial experience, 
the children were asked to open tneir Bibles as near to the middle aa 
possible* There they found the Psalms of David, and the teacher showed 
how the word Paala looked and explained what it meant* Then ohe helped 
than find the 23rd Psalm, and they were thrilled to find that they could 
"read" it* Actually they knew it from memory*
The next day toe first one to arrive at tho class was a little 
girl who begged, "Oh, ploaae, may wo read the Bible first again today? 
And plaase show m  again hot to find vhat we read yesterday so I can 
read it to ay Hand**" Then before tbs teacher had a chaneo to mention 
it, o n  of the children said, "Don't forgot we have to hive prayer be­
fore Vo open It** When one child vas asked to pray, she said, "But X 
don't know what to say** After being reetindod by questioning vhat she 
should be thankful for and what she wanted Jesus to do for the group, 
she preyed about like this* "Dear Jesus, thank you for ins nice Bible* 
Please help us to learn to ro«d it and understand it* And help us to 
reed yo~r Bible store* For Jesus' sake* Aston*"
Another child asked for the apodal privilege of tricing one Bible 
to her honerooB for the next "Show and Tell Tine* to Show and road to 
hsr class*
CHAPTER V I I
THE SUKHARX, COKCLUSIOKS, AND RBCOWBffiATIOSS
It is ths purpose of this chapter to susnarise tbo objectives 
of the r uding program in the Sevantb-day Adventist church school and 
the ways in which these objectives were iaplonoated through supervision* 
These have been 1'om d fcy the atuiy of church and other educational liter­
ature ae veil as uy the stud, of current methods in the school of parti­
cipation* Results of the supervisory and remedial program are also 
briefly presented*
Conclusions reached are based on these same data and reoo maoda- 
tions include those for improvement in the school of participation as 
well as for further study in the field of reading*
I* THE SUKSARX
Tbs broad objectives of the reading program in the Seventh-dey 
Adventist church school are as follows!
1* To prepare the child for the higher school in heaven and 
for service in this world*
2* To teach children to road well orally with proper use of the
voice*
3* To develop the child’s interest in and desire for good rsaid­
ing* especially of the Bible and the Spirit of prop.iecy*
U* To too©.. the child to understand, orc-nieo, and appraise 
what he reads* applying ths truths of the Bible to his own life*
u?
5. To taach the skills the child needs to bring auoceao at 
increasing Levels of difficulty in all a-bjocto of ths curriculum*
There ara a number of specific reap onsibllltics for tbo aupor- 
vioor In carryln' cut thaec objectives!
1. In-oervicQ education of the staff*
2* Tha tostin. program*
3* Public and parent relations*
It* Materials of instruction*
5* Emphasis on reading in all phasea of tha school program*
6* Library books*
7* Help for teachers*
8* Use of guidebook*
Various moans, including an extensive roaodlal progran, vare 
used in the school of participation to lrnplorasnt ti^ eae methods and 
through then to bring sbovt an Improvement in the ovor-oll reading pro­
gram of the school. Results of tm  testing program indicated significant 
gains in each grade as Shown in tha following tablet
CRUDE AVERAGE ACHIEVE JKT1 
XI SEPTEMBER
AVERAGE AGUIEVtMeJJT 
El APRIL
0AXH*
1 * * 2*8 mm
2 2.7 h a Ul
3 3.L 5*2 1.8
1 5.0 6.5 1.5
5 5.6 6*8 1.2
6 6.8 7*6 .3
^ Normal achievement hero would be *1 over grade— 2*1 for second 
.rods, 3*1 for third grade, ate*
2 Normal expected gain would be *7*
There aoona to be more agroerant among authorities In the rending 
field concerning objectives, reap xngjbUl ties, and methods in the read­
ing prograa then ever before. This say be the reeat of unity developed 
as a defense against outside attack as veil as the result of the trial 
end error nethods of the past when the pandulua of aJJL-phonioa vs. no­
phonies end ot .or theories lias swung too far, nos bringing almost all con­
cerned to a store rdddLo-of-tho road policy. Present jot.oda ere not 
uneeientlflo, nowerrer, for they are based on a great deal of research 
and practio&l study.
Suer, principles as using phonics only after a reasonable sight
l
vocabulary has boon developed, oral reading only after silent reading, 
allowing for individual differonoes by different aotuoda of grouping, 
end mastery of one level before proceeding to the nooct are typical of 
those which ore in widespread application at the present time. The 
principal difference between the methods and objectives of the Seventh- 
day Adventist elementary school reading prograa and those of any other 
school is the difference which is evident in the basic philosophy of 
education) namely, to propers the child for eternity as uell as for ser­
vice to others in this present life. This accounts for the groat empha­
sis on the stud/ of the Bible and the bodes of the church in the deno- 
nluatlanal schools.
It is dear that the effect of a reading supervisory prograa 
helps to brio * about an emphasis on readln * which wotld not otherwise
IX. conclusions
IS
existi (1) The testing process Itself stimulated In the teachers of 
the school a consei >^ano3s of rending weaknesses and an analysts of 
the type of reading difficulties present in their studentsj (2) This 
in turn motivated then to tty to do something constructive about it) end 
(3) the fact that all were working together in t.e program eooented this 
activation.
It brought about a closer relationship with parents* particularly 
those with children in U s  remedial groups and developed in then a 
greater appreciation of what the school was trying to do for their chil­
dren*
Improvement in reading ability gave a number of ciiildmn new con­
fidence in themselves* hotter attitudes toward reading and learning in 
general and thus greater security In the school and at home*
The teaching of ranodial groups made up lar d y  of emotionally dis­
turbed children kept them gaining at a normal or greater rate which pro­
bably would not have been possible without special attention. This also 
helped to keep the total school record high*
This study, though limited in Its soope* also strongly indicated 
that greater gains can be made at toe third end fourth grade levels* 
both remedial and otherwise* than at any other level*
m .  RaccttoonmoHs
In addition to the methods and materials used in this apartment, 
toe following procedures are reoooaendedt
1. Increased in-service education of the etaff in grouping and 
earing for individual needs* including specific help for teachers whose 
pupils did not shew consistent gains in this experiment.
2. A system of school-owned readers* including as many sets as 
possible of supplementary readers on the same levels as the basic 
reader* and on lower and higher levels.
3* Increased emphasis on reading instruction as such in the fifth 
and sixth grades.
li. Increased in-service training for middle-grade teachers in 
teaching reading techniques for the general student at that level as well 
as for retarded readers.
5* Establishment of a central library or some method of sharing 
library books from room to room to increase availability to more chil­
dren.
6. The acquisition of readable* large print Bibles for all chil­
dren from the second grade up.
7. Oreater use of teacher participation in the formulation of the 
criteria for evaluating and ultimately improving their own teaching tech­
niques.
On the basis of experience gained in this experiment* the followir^ 
recommendations are made for further study*
1. The use of the Bible in the reading class.
2. The training of the voice in the reading class.
3. The possible broader use of oral reading.
50
u. The utilisation of parents to help in the reeding program, 
especially in pre-school preparation.
5. The relative effect of remedial programs on the intermediate 
and primary grades.
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CHECK LIST FOR KVtfJJkTl H  OF THE RLADIhG KlOOOK
The faLLwix^ a.ock list was constructed on the basis of the 
data gathered by the study of educational literature, both external 
and church, and observation of current practice in the school of parti­
cipation* It aay be used by the supervisor in evaluating classroom 
procedures in reading instruction or by s teacher vho vises to evaluate 
hi# asm l eading program* A aore detailed check lint night be of value 
for t><e teaaher*s use, particularly if he is insacperlerjced or inade­
quately trained*
This check list was organised in terns of the broad objectives 
set forth in Chapter HZ* A rating plan frora a low of one to a high of 
five vas suggested to elicit the appropriate response. The total pos­
sible on 22 itens below was therefore 110:
1* Preparation for sorvios in this world and tbs higher school 
in heaven.
( ) a. Docs the teoervur seen to be aware of ills Cod-given
responsibilities?
( ) b. Does the teacher work together with the parents in carry­
ing out their ©arson purpose?
( ) c. la there a spiritual emphasis in all teaching?
2* Teaching ohULdrun to rend well orally with proper use of the 
voice.
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reading and use it for its intended purpose, keeping to 
a minimum or eliminating entirely the "eagy" method of 
reading round the class in routine fashion?
( ) b. Are ell the principles of good oral reading being dove*
loped from the first grade on up?
( ) o» Is proper breathing and use of the voice developed?
3* Developing the child's interest in and desire for good read* 
ing, especially of the Bible and the Spirit of prophecy*
( ) a* Is the setting of the classroom conducive to interest in
good reeding? (Bulletin board, library table, etc*)
( ) b* Is tns Bihle given its proper place in the reeding pro­
gram, beginning with simple, well-known verses and chap­
ters end proceeding to other more difficult passages as 
skill permits?
( ) c« is the reading of the Spirit of prophecy brought in as
soon as the child is able to read even small sections of 
it?
( ) d« Does the teacher provide motivation for the reeding lesson
by his method of assignment?
( ) •* Do basic readers and library books follow the principle
of the proper reading for children who are being prepared 
for heavan?
4* Teaching the child to understand, organise, and appraise what 
he reads, applying the truths of the Bible to his own life*
( ) a* Dooa the toaohcr have students properly prepare for oral
( ) b* Does the teacher touch the child to think clearly- tgr 
allowing him to tell what he has learned, by writing 
or giving reports, giving mein ideas of a paragraph or 
story, etc*?
5* Teaching skills the child needs to bring success at increas­
ing levels of difficulty in all subjects of the curriculum*
( ) a* Does the teacher group students within the classroom
according to their ability? Does he sometimes rearrange 
grouping to allow for change# in pupil growth?
( ) b* Does the toaoinr motivate each student to work to capa­
city, thus taking care of both the retarded roader and the 
superior reader?
( ) c* Does the teacher teach reading skill* necessary to handle
all subjects in the curriculum?
( ) d* Are the middle and upper erode teachers continuing to
teach word analysis and other reading skills?
( ) e* Does the teacher make use of avallablo materials and books? 
( ) f* Does the teacher devise means to appeal to the varied
interests and abilities of children?
( ) g* Dose the teacher make maximum use of test results in
grouping children and choosing books far then?
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( ) a* Does the teacher use tbouf^ t^ provoking questions?
( ) 1* Does the teacher keep accurate records of the children’s
( ) h. Does the prlnary teacher use experience charts?
reading pro gran?

Apparon b
UST OF MATERIALS
A number of devices uaod in the remedial reading duos ware obtained 
from the following: sourcest
Oames bp Edward vr« Dolch, Champaign, Illinois* The Garrard Press, 
510-522 N. Hickory St.
What the Letters Say
Vowel Lotto
Consonant Lotto
Group Sounding Gone
Take (A Sound Matching Sane)
Sight Phrase Cards
Basic Sight Vocabulary Cards
The pliable Oano
Oanoe fra* Ftionavioual Products Inc., 1803 Wisconsin Avenue, 8. W», 
Washington, D. C., or Kenworthy educational Service, Inc., Buffalo 1, N. I« 
Junior phonic Runny 
Phonic Runny (Sets A and B)
Qaaoa from Remedial Bducation Center, 1321 Hew Haopshire Are., R.W., 
’.-Washington, C. C.
Oo Fish (First and Second Series}
Vowel Dominoes
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The Dogbouoe CJarae Iron Groosot and Dunlap, Inc., 1107 Broadway, 
New York 10 (Mall ardors to 227 2* Center St., Kingsport, Tenn.)
Reading Skill texts Oran Charloc E. Merrill Books, Inc., 1300 
Alum Creek Drive, Colunbus 16, Ohio.
Reading Skill Builders from The Reader* s Digest educational Ser­
vice, Inc., riuasantville. New York.
Continental Publications for any Liquid Duplicator (A Basic 
Word Analysis Program) Iron the Continental Press, Inc., llisabethtown, 
Pennsylvania.
